The Future of City-Regions from a Social-Ecological Innovation perspective: Basque & Øresund comparative cases

CHARACTERISTICS
• A process - connecting loosely connected projects
• Multi-level, cross sector, autonomus
• Bridging between research, practice and policy-making
• Self-driven, non-formal, networked process

ACTIVITIES
• Workshops and conferences - ex. "EUSKAL HIRI" conference in Bilbao 2012; Methodological Workshop @SanTelmoMuseum Donostia-St. Sebastian, May 2013
• Transnational collaboration, learning and benchmarking - ex. field trip to the Basque country with more than 20 actors from academia and civil society in May 2013; guest lectures and seminars in Malmö, August 2012 & February 2013
• Building platforms for cross-sector collaborative learning - ex. the set up of "research circles" with practitioners, activists and researchers, June 2013

AMBITIONS
• Documentation and analysis - Videos, bloggs, articles... A multitude of voices and media formats
• Extended collaborations - with other regions in Europe and Globally
• Building new platforms for multi-level participative citizenship and innovation
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